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One hundred years ago to the day, on a dark and stormy night much like this, a cloaked figure shuffled towards the oaken double doors of Squelch Mansion (we used to be a much bigger organization), and knocked thrice with gnarled fist. The valet opened the door but a crack, wary of the unexpected company, and, in a characteristic fit of anxiety, sneezed and farted simultaneously with equal force. The shrouded visitor gave no acknowledgment of the valet’s dual discharge, no stated business, no name, no origin, and no preferred pronoun, but pulling the valet close by his substantial neck fat, rasped an ominous message straight into his floppy ears:

“It’s understandable to insist that the world is unknowable and mysterious and that rational thinking and conclusions drawn from it, at length removed from experience, are flawed, but to then say that no one has common experience, and so one’s own personality and worldview are all important, is delusional to the extreme as it ignores that everyone’s personal experiences reflect commonality with that of others. Our expressions of individual isolation and our attempts to ease that of those isolated from us bind our understanding that we exist in the same reality as each other, though we may never truly know what is going on in it. The more closely we look at ourselves and our surroundings, the more questions are raised, but this indicates a refinement of understanding, not a coarsening, for the knowledge is in the questioning itself, in knowing what to ask and how to go about solving it, not in the answer, the answer is what’s subjective, a best guess based on whatever happened during the attempt at solution. Insisting on your own subjective conclusions that expressly aim to harm those that share experiences universal with yours and that conflict with consensus on reality has no basis and is then fundamentally malicious greedy and ultimately self-destructive because we do share the world and affect each other in ways knowable and unknowable, a frenzied indulgence that breaks down as it injures the surrounding world as it tries to hew it into its own twisted image.”

Aghast, the valet scurried to relate what he had reluctantly heard to Mr. Squelch. Mr. Squelch, in an uncharacteristic fit of anxiety, belched and sharted with unequal force and imperfect timing. He knew that these words were not met for them, but would one day be necessary, and promptly strangled the valet to death with his own ears. These words are dutifully passed down from Squelch editor to Squelch editor in the hope that they will one day have proper context, and are certainly not something I hurriedly wrote down around 4 am last night when I was super baked and resorted to putting here because I’m an arrogant, lazy, and inefficient leader and person.

Enjoy,

Spencer Nyarady
Paid Protester Makes Forbes' 30 Under 30

By Danielle Furman, offended

Bay Area native Talia Mayer, 24, placed 12th on Forbes’ 2017 30 under 30 list due to her lucrative career as a professional protester. Mayer discovered her passion for protesting just two years ago, when she decided to get out there and do something about it all, and quickly rose to the top of her field. “I knew I had to take to the streets whenever my Facebook feed indicated that something was unjust,” Mayer attested, “and I always made sure to Snapchat the catchiest protest chants.”

In late 2015, while attending a protest of the Flint, Michigan water crisis in Oakland, California, she was scouted by Dick Schimm, an agent at one of the top protesting firms in the nation. “As soon as I saw her ‘The Future is Female’ t-shirt and her ‘Respect Existence or Expect Resistance’ sign, I knew she could make us both incredibly rich,” Schimm recalls.

From there, Mayer’s protesting career took off. Mayer worked under the tutelage of Schimm at his firm, Protesters for Personal Gain, for over a year, until she achieved sudden national acclaim with her viral vlog, “Getting Teargassed Makes Me Feel Like I’m Helping.” With her newfound fame, she accumulated enough money and international recognition to go into private practice.

Now, Mayer attends protests nationally, earning seven-figure payments for each protest she attends. Her national activism conglomerate ActiLyfe generates about $500,000,000 in revenue each year. Mayer now owns seven homes in the San Francisco Mission District, and she has significantly improved her golf swing.

Seahorses Legalize Reproductive Rights

By Danielle Furman, flubbing the blubs

It’s an important day in the fight for reproductive rights in the United Democratic Republic of Seahorses (UDRS), a fight that has been going on since this morning when the Seahorse Congress enacted legislation protecting the reproductive rights of male seahorses.

“It had never occurred to the Congress to codify rights to safe abortion and paternal leave until recently,” stated UDRS Senate Majority Leader James Glub. “But, when we caught wind of what was going on in the United States, we figured we’d be better safe than sorry, in the bizarre instance that someone tried to strip us of these rights.”

The historically all-male Seahorse Congress faced no obstacles in passing law to achieve autonomy over their own bodies. No male seahorses in the House, Senate, or anywhere else had to jump through any hoops, ask anybody for permission, or stage protests and marches.

In fact, the process of establishing these rights was the quickest in seahorse legislative history. Senator Marcus Plub proposed his bill on the Senate floor, to which Senator Glub replied “Blub blub”, which translates to “Well, of course! Why would we be denied that right in the first place? After all, we are the bearers of life and without us, our species wouldn’t exist at all!” Senator Steve Wub chimed in with an emphatic “Flub flob”, which translates to “I agree. There is no logical basis for anyone to oppose the passage of this legislation. It is very straightforward, reasonable, and obvious. Let’s throw in paid paternal leave while we’re at it!”

The Seahorse House of Representatives unanimously passed the bill several hours later, and now no one in the UDRS has to worry about their reproductive rights ever again.
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Biologists Marvel At Competent Student

*By Nate Young, eating oats out of a can*

Earlier this week, biology researchers from several top universities publicized their findings on a new case study focusing on student oddity May Ramirez.

"The first sign that something was different about May was the high number of 8 AM classes she was taking," said Dr. Diane Pittman, principal investigator of the study. "Our field observations indicate that not only is she enrolled in these classes, but--and this is the really unusual part--she actually attends them."

Dr. Pittman and her colleagues explained that as they studied Ramirez further, quietly, from behind the bushes, the peculiarities only increased. She does her homework without getting distracted by memes, rarely stays up late enough to experience sleep deprivation, and usually even has a day free on the weekend.

"Even her hygiene reaches almost disgustingly high levels," says Dr. Pittman, "May washes her socks every day, brushes her teeth every morning and evening, and eats well except when particularly stressed. I mean, we’ve found these things in other students before, but never all at once. I don't even do all that, and I'm a doctor."

The team that's been stealthily tracking May is very excited by these findings. Previous studies of students imply that a specimen like May should be impossible. Dr. Pittman told us from her spot in the branches of an oak tree, “The possibilities are endless-- maybe she's capable of sustaining a real adult relationship, too! One thing's for sure: we still have a lot to learn about this fascinating species.”

RSF Weight Room Entry To Be Controlled By New Frat

*By Morgan Ziegenhorn, vaguely homoerotic*

The RSF has announced that access to the weight room will now be controlled by the RSF-based frat Rho Sigma Phi (ΡΣΦ), founded in January by frat brothers who could no longer congregate at the Memorial Stadium gym. “We just needed a safe space again,” said ΡΣΦ member Dan Caffery, “a space where we could yell encouragement at each other, regardless of the other people trying to exist in the room along with us. The weight room just seemed right."

Since taking over the weight room, Rho Sig has made some changes. Now, unidentified guys trying to gain entrance to the weight room should expect to be asked “Hey! Who do you know here?” or “Do you know a brother?” routinely. Girls fare a little better--pretty much any girl will be let into the weight room, at any time of day, until the room is crammed full of them. However, girls must consent to unsolicited and patronizing advice on lifting, being hit on, and having their butts stared at constantly. “We’re just trying to improve the ratio,” Caffery mansplained. “We liked it here before but it was kind of a sausage-fest. That’s not what we stand for here in Rho Sig.”

The new weight room will also have themed days to try and attract more girls. “We’re bouncing around a few ideas,” said Caffery, “But so far we’re thinking America, Independence Day, American Flag, Red White and Blue, July 4th, and Hawaiian Beach Party. Dress code on all other days is chubbies, flip-flops, and tanks.”

Rapist Dismissed For Plagiarism

*By Adrian Ruvalcaba, [citation needed]*

James Thompson, a student in L&S and a rapist, was recently kicked out of UC Berkeley for breach of conduct. The case has gained national attention since Thompson claims this is only his first strike and he should be given another chance. “It was simply unacceptable and absolutely no one should get away with something so disgusting,” stated Chancellor Nicholas Dirks. “Plagiarism, even on a Political Science paper, can never be justified.”

Thompson, who survived three rape allegations, was caught red-handed by his professor when his Turnitin score reached alarming levels. “This is something not even a rapist should get away with. I have a zero-tolerance policy for plagiarism,” said Michael Kharel, Thompson's professor. Kharel, who has been repeatedly accused of sexual misconduct towards his staff and students, had stood in solidarity with Thompson during his rape allegations. However, copying others’ work on routine undergraduate assignments is where Kharel draws the line.

Campus officials were quick to point out what a well-rounded student Thompson was. The school released an official statement this past Wednesday, declaring, “We still cannot believe James Thompson was capable of such a vile thing. Taking credit for someone else’s academic writing is something the University of California does not tolerate.”

School officials did, however, defend their decision, claiming that students should be well informed about the honor code, even if they are rapists.

Thompson’s rape victims were not available for comment.
The Heuristic Squelch Presents:

Ides of St. Paddy
Stand-Up Open Mic

Come try to do jokes with your voice instead of your hands!

Date: Thursday, March 16th
Time: 8-10pm   Location: 20 Barrows

Here are some local organizations doing great and important work!
Consider donating or getting involved.
Really. No really. Can’t we be sincere for just half a page?

The Gray Area
Foundation for the Arts
grayarea.org
info@grayarea.org
(415) 843-1423

Alameda County
Community Food Bank
accfb.org
donate@accfb.org
(510) 635-3663 ext. 327

Berkeley Free Clinic
berkeleyfreeclinic.org
info@
berkeleyfreeclinic.org
(510) 548-2570

The Unity Council
unitycouncil.org
admin@
unitycouncil.org
(510) 535-6900

Berkeley Food &
Housing Project
bfhp.org
(510) 649-4965

Planting Justice
plantingjustice.org
tennesssee@
plantingjustice.org
(510) 290-4049
Top Ten Culinary Racists
10. Hater-tots
9. The Coke Brothers
8. Nuremburgers
7. Prejud-ice cream
6. Crackers
5. Bitebart
4. Pureblood pudding
3. Klu Klux Kool-aid
2. Chef Sessions
1. Aunt Jemima Syrup

Top Five Passwords
5. ************
4. ****
3. ***********************
2. ************
1. *******

Top Fifteen Second date ideas that didn’t work on Janet
15. Boba
14. Carrying a boom box above your head
13. Haggling in People’s Park
12. Negging
11. Breaking out into an elaborate musical number
10. Crying
9. Visiting the Vietnam War memorial I built for my dad
8. Anal sex
7. Proving your point with statistics
6. Getting stuck in an elevator
5. Boba Sex
4. Saying “I love you”
3. Pretending you’re choking and then coughing up a ring
2. Talking about how Janet’s a bitch
1. Murder Suicide
How Does Evolution Explain this Kink?

You’ve probably heard that sex is for procreation... but that’s simply not true! There are whole hosts of kinks that have other evolutionary purposes besides making babies. Scientists at leading universities offer these facts:

**Butt Sex**
If God said “one man, one vagina,” why does butt sex feel so good? Why have humans evolved to love having a tongue up the anus? There are two leading theories: first of all, people need to like pooping. Without pleasurable stimulation from bowel movements, people would have no motivation to poop. Eventually people would explode and die because of all the shit clogging up their bodies. The second theory is that prehistoric women bore two vaginas so that they could birth twice as many young, like the mighty kangaroo. Over time, the second vagina receded, but the pleasure centers--and the concomitant biological desire to stick the dick in both holes--remained.

**Golden Showers**
Why do some people experience sexual pleasure from peeing, and being peed on? The answer is simple! Piss is full of hormones, and hormones are fucking sexy.

**Robosexualty**
As the human species thrusts deeper into the age of technology, it’s only natural that the human brain would evolve to desire those stainless-steel pieces of ass... sexually. Humans are continuously incorporating more bionic aspects into the human form: pacemakers, speedometers, robot eyes with x-ray vision, and prosthetic limbs with built-in deep friers. With each passing generation people become more and more inclined to have sex with these bionic freaks. In this changing world, robots become the holy grail of kinky bionica--the final sexual frontier.

**Showing People Your Junk via Omegle**
As quality health care becomes harder to come by, people have turned to alternative methods to stay strong and fit. Displaying one’s genitalia to random people on the internet improves a person’s chance of distinguishing themselves from the dull-tipped population. Just as the finch with the sharpest beak gets the seed, the man with the sharpest dick gives its seed and continues the process of adaptation. In the stylistic ritual of dick-dance, the sharpest penis dominates its on-screen rival and roulettes to the next random viewer.

**Auto-Erotic Asphyxiation**
The intoxicating, orgasmic sensation one achieves through almost choking themselves to death transcends the evolutionary imperative to survive, and connects the wretched body of man to the cosmic radiance of the Supreme Being. This moment of divine understanding reveals the central light of humanity and inspires the individual to share their cosmic wisdom with others. And then you return to earth and have to clean all the jizz out of your pants.

**Furries**
There is no evolutionary explanation for this, you sick fucks.
Paper Covers Rock presents

**stargirl**

A Sample-based Love Story by **KHAN SOLO**

A charming Dilla-esque beat-tape comprised of over 100 songs and films that unravel a rocky 7-year romance

Free download available @ khangollllo.com

---

**DOG-MAW AND THE PLASTIC L.A. SKYLINE**

present their debut album

**FLUKE**

Berkeley-based globe-spanning folk-punk lemon-twist serf-rock

stream and download at dogmaw.bandcamp.com

$6.66
Explore the steam tunnels!

CZ ketamine stash move half as fast for 3 turns

Leaving 3rd dimension

Every squelch magazine printed ever, forever

Swamped with flyers skip a turn

Frat pledge! Beat them up! 5 pts

Is that the good king?

Your GPA

VLSB Bone Stash

Going deeper

Hell

UC missile silo!

Crippling depression stay in bed for 3 weeks!

Lose all your self-esteem! Go back to start
You’re a stand-up legend, a real traditionalist. Sung to sleep by the sweet crooning of Woody Allen and Groucho Marx. But there’s just no market out there for a shmuck like you. She’s a firecracker, a whimsical midwestern girl trying to make it as a ballerina in the big city. She catches your eye one day when she’s reading an issue of this very magazine. You have a deep, passionate love affair, but to succeed in your respective arts you end up having to part with one another. Heartbroken, you decide to join the Heuristic Squelch. And we’ll take you!

We’re looking for:

- artists
- draw-ers
- relatives of Picasso
- writers
- cabinets
- jokesters
- tortured geniuses
- a Bill Watterson type
- six or seven Oscars
- hangers-on

Come earn your place among the stars with us on Mondays and Wednesdays at 8 PM in 332 Giannini

Reasons to Love TurBotox:

- Get rid of your wrinkles in an instant
- Keep the feds out of your skin
- Never look surprised by your returns
Tall Robert Reich: A Real Asshole

Ever since beloved UC Berkeley economist Robert Reich grew two full feet taller, the world has been dying to hear where he now stands on a variety of important issues. We here at the Heuristic Squelch were lucky enough to snag an interview with tall Robert Reich, and what he had to say may surprise you.

Professor Reich, thanks for speaking with us. Would you say that your recent miraculous growth has changed your perspective?

“Well, I certainly have less people to look up to now! But seriously, it can be frustrating to be so much taller than everyone else in the room. In fact, I traded in my Mini Cooper for a Hummer limo and filled several rows with little wooden boxes, in case other people need something to stand on when they talk to me.”

I can see that some changes would need to be made to adapt to your new situation.

“That’s not the half of it. Remember how I used to be an official in the Carter and Clinton administrations? Now I used to be an official in the Reagan and George HW Bush administrations, how about that? Plus, I’m rich as fuck, my assets quadrupled once I became 6’11’.”

As I’ve understood it, though you are personally wealthy most of your policy work has focused on decreasing inequalities in wealth and income.

“That was before I could roll around in my giant limo with the best players in the NBA. I used to think I felt bad about my fat stacks of cash, and wanted to give back to society, but it turns out I just wanted to dunk on Kevin Durant.”

Do you still believe in the importance of maintaining a strong middle class?

“Of course. People in the middle class should always focus on getting swoll, whether that’s through outdoor cardio, hot yoga, or just regular ol’ going to the gym.”

Professor Reich, it seems like this development has really changed your attitude on a lot of issues.

“Look, when I was a kid, I would get picked on by bullies. Well guess what, bullies, now I’m tall, and I’m finally coming for you.”

So you do still feel a commitment to protecting the “little guys”?

“No I mean I’ve tracked down every bully from my high school and I will soon kick them all with my gangly but powerful legs”

Do you care about the wellbeing of others at all now that your height is immense?

“What do YOU think?”

At this point in the interview Professor Reich threw a twenty in my face, said “gotta jet,” and bounded out of the room to engage further in the extravagant lifestyle of the obscenely tall and wealthy.
American Red Crotch

GIVE MENSTRUAL BLOOD
GIVE MENSTRUAL LIFE

Bring your soiled tampons and underwear

Every drop of your menstrual runoff can save a child’s life

Let us know your time of the month and we can come directly for you!

In partnership with the Rotary Club and the Bay Area Menstrual Blood Center

the future of entertainment is here...

realreality™
by Samsung

SUPER HD life-like
NO batteries needed

just fucking buy it better than VR
The Moral Decay of Today’s Youth

Dear Reader,

Hello. My name is Barbara Hornsby, upstanding citizen and pillar of the community. I’ve seen a lot in my day, and I have a bone to pick with today’s youth. I’m sure you’ve heard of the new trend that’s so popular among college students nowadays. I don’t even want to say what it is, it’s so horrible. I will admit that I am not clear on any of the details, as my knowledge on the subject comes from very alarming reports shown on the local news. However, I’m sad to say that the information that I have paints a grim picture indeed.

This fad is exactly what youngsters today shouldn’t be doing, the sort of thing that would never be tolerated in the idyllic fantasy I have constructed of the years in which I peaked, which expertly skirts around consideration of analogous trends I accepted without hesitation when I was younger.

It’s no secret that things are different now than in the good old days, but this new craze is a step too far. These kids are putting their health in danger, and for what? Sure, we liked to have fun when we were their age too, but the kinds of harmless fun that I selectively remember while completely ignoring my own history of drugs and recklessness didn’t pose any threats to my safety.

The sexual undertones involved in this activity particularly unnerve me. It’s true, I once was a randy and rambunctious youngster, with a healthy, perhaps even excessive, libido. Nowadays, however, when I see mere children practically humping each other in public, I can’t help but feel worried and disgusted. Am I secretly jealous of their sexual potency and raging hormones, so in contrast to my own dry, shriveled genitals? Perhaps. But that doesn’t change the fact that their conduct reflects poorly on our society, and our country as a whole.

Would I have cheerfully gone along with this trend when I was a kid? Sure. Would I cheerfully partake in it now, even if absolutely nothing changed other than my age? Of course. But our kids are not us, and therefore are at fault. It’s our role to project an extreme sense of responsibility on to them. How else can our children hope to achieve the unrealistic goals we set for them since the day of their births? This is exactly why this new trend plaguing our youth should be vehemently opposed.

Children have no right to distract themselves from the future we have consigned them to with such idle amusements. When I was their age, I remember explicitly the future I wanted, and now I want that future for my kids. But no, kids these days simply do not listen to their elders and betters.

Sincerely,
Barbara Hornsby
PAUL RYAN
BRINGING DOWN THE HOUSE

Lean, mean, austerity machine Paul Ryan, third in line to lead the nation to new hilarious heights, dishes out a heavy helping of his own, unique, limited, narrow-minded, short-sighted, self-serving version of reality in this hour-long comedy special. You’ll lose your shit, and your coverage!

Get ready for:
- Hot new policy suggestions!
- Wild takes on historical trends!
- Outrageous partisanship!

“Me, gaslighting? You must be crazy!”

They say laughter is the best medicine

That’s why this comedy special is the GOP’s best plan to replace to Obamacare

Coming to C-SPAN
Nazi Fairytales

You ever notice how fucked up a lot of fairy tales are? That’s because they’re mostly of German origin, and the Germans did some evil shit back in the day. Good thing the USA doesn’t have an eerily similar history, and nothing like that can ever happen again! We are safe in the future!

Here are synopses of the original messages of some of those tales:

**GOLDILOCKS AND THE THIRD REICH**

After finding the First Reich to be too hot and the Second Reich to be too cold, Goldilocks finds the Third to be just right, and eats it all up. She becomes the poster girl for the regime because of her blonde hair, blue eyes, and relentless desire to have things exactly the way she likes, everyone else be damned.

**HÄHNCHEN LITTLE**

Unsubstantiated claims about non-existent disasters cause public hysteria, distracting people from the real danger that lurks among them.

**THE FUHRER’S NEW CLOTHES**

The Fuhrer orders a new set of clothes for the big parade, and is excited to show them off. But on the day of the parade, a child points out that the Fuhrer is actually naked, to everyone’s shock. The child and the tailor who sold the “outfit” are promptly executed. The state media apparatus springs into action and successfully suppresses the story, singing the praises of what some would call “the best parade in history.” along with doctored pictures of the Fuhrer’s fabulous outfit.

**THE GENOCIDE PIPER**

A charismatic man uses persuasive spectacle and coercion to lead groups he blames for societal issues out of town, and then quietly disposes of them.

**THE ARYAN DUCKLING**

A swan’s superior genetic heritage shines through among inferior ducks.

**SNOW WHITE**

Seven short, swarthy men obsessed with mining are used for forced labor by a woman of pristine heritage, while an autocratic ruler surveils everyone through a high-tech voice-activated screen. By the end of the story, the seven men save the life of the woman, and she publicly thanks them before leaving them for a high-ranking government official, who has a history of necrophilia but comes from very good genetic stock.

**HANSEL AND GOEBBELS**

Two Germans follow a treacherous trail to an old woman’s house and then bake her in an oven.

**LITTLE BROWN RIDING SHIRT**

A vulnerable and naive person trying to reconnect to past glory is fooled by a duplicitous and unhinged predator who uses a paper-thin guise of legitimacy to gain access to important institutions and resources.

**THE BOY WHO CRIED NAZI**

After constantly hearing the media call people Nazis, the public fails to recognize actual fascism when it occurs.
Dirks is dead, but the fractured state of the media makes it hard to tell what really happened. Maybe we can uncover the truth by cross-referencing multiple sources.

UC Berkeley Chancellor Nicholas Dirks was found dead in his on-campus mansion Thursday afternoon at 3:44 PM. A later autopsy revealed that the cause of death was internal bleeding. The Chancellor reportedly consumed excessive public funds, with $461,903.34 in cash found in his intestines. The sheer volume of paper ripped through his digestive tract, causing fatal internal bleeding. Tune in at 9 pm for a special three-hour report by Wolf Blitzer.

**Former Berkeley Chancellor Found Dead**

Esteemed and influential chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley, Nicholas B. Dirks, was officially declared dead last night by the Alameda County coroner's... You have read 10 of 10 free articles this month. Get 4 weeks of The Times. Just 99c.

Real news deserves real journalism.

UC Berkeley Chancellor Nicholas Dirks passed away yesterday. Even though he was kind of a big ol' meanie, here are some reasons we'll miss him:

1. We loved his cute old man glasses
2. And his sweet dog
3. His little trapdoor was the trap door into our hearts
4. His emails were the perfect thing to curl up with on a sunday

Suggested articles:
- 'Take this quiz to see which dead Chancellor you are!!'
- '5 Reasons Why Chancellor Dirks' tragic death is totally us!'

**EXCLUSIVE: THE SNOWFLAKE EFFECT**

Corrupt liberal chancellor is DEAD at the hands of George Soros and his paid protestors. The most recent updates about this tragic event are in: a cabal of parapsychic protestors barged into Dirk's office and force-fed him public funds, all while yelling “kill whitey!” Students are now crying for safe spaces and are too triggered to go to class. Maybe if their parents stopped paying for their Marxist education and they all got JOBS this would've never happened.

**Countdown to Dirk's Funeral**

3 days 2 hours 54 minutes 37 seconds

**The Daily Californian**

dailyca.org

"Here's why Dirks dying has been great for my sex life"

**Sex on Tuesday:**
Dirk's Death Got Me Laid

"Dirks is dead but my personal struggles are more profound and interesting"

**My Friend Anthony**

Hey
U up?
Dirks is dead
I liked him lol
Heading to Pussy's at 11. Come thru

**The Huffington Post**

1. We loved his cute old man glasses
2. And his sweet dog
3. His little trapdoor was the trap door into our hearts
4. His emails were the perfect thing to curl up with on a sunday

**Suggested articles:**
- 'Take this quiz to see which dead Chancellor you are!!'
- '5 Reasons Why Chancellor Dirks' tragic death is totally us!'
THE ALT-OSCARS

The real oscars were FAKE, these were the REAL oscars the MEDIA didn’t want you to see! SAD!!!

Best Picture

**Suicide Hotline Squad**
(WINNER)
In a sequel to the acclaimed Hitch, Will Smith reprises his classic role hooking people up, but this time the stakes are much higher.

**Sunlight**
A groundbreaking piece that reverberates with the happy straight white guy in all of us. Mel Gibson’s singular vision explores three stages in the life of Connor, who does not get handjobs on the beach.

**Womxnchester By The Land**
The tragic and captivating story of a woman with breast cancer whose family burns to death when, in a moment of weakness, she leaves to get more breasts.

**Ma La La Land**
The story of Malala, an aspiring student, who goes head to head with the Taliban as she pursues her right to an education.

REAL Winners

**Highest Budget**
Captain America: Civil War

**Most Nominations**
Sunlight

**Best Pun on “Utopia” in Title**
Lion

**Best Grips**
Death

**Deepest in Uncanny Valley**
Rogue One

**Most Shameless Pandering**
You!

**Best Sex Symbol Actress**
Scarlett Johansson

**Best Sex Offender We’re Willing to Overlook**
Casey Affleck

**Best Craft Services & Cocaine**
War Dogs
The Athletes’ Foot That’s Changing the Game

Spores Illustrated

MUSHROOM ABUSE:
MARIO, LUIGI: KICKED OFF FORMULA 1 SPONSORSHIP

LICHEN OR NOT:
FUNGUS AND ALGAE ON THE SAME TEAM?
FIRST NON-HETEROTROPH PLAYING IN NFL

INSIDE THE DISTRIBUTED HIVE MIND OF
USAIN MOLD
The fastest growing sporesman on the track

MAGIC MUSHROOM JOHNSON
CURING YOUR SPIRITUAL AND IMMUNE SYSTEM ILLS

MICROBE BRYANT ON WHY HE RETIRED:
“LAKERS NOT MOIST ENOUGH ANYMORE”

HOW KAREEM ABDUL-AGAR BECAME THE TOP DECOMPOSER
“YOU CAN BE A PRO WITHOUT COMPROMISING YOUR MORELS”

SIZZLE IN ERNST HAECKEL BODY PAINT